U. Va. ENGINEERING

ANNOUNCES

Strategic Alliance with Science Applications International Corporation (SAIC)

CREATING

Increased support of the Engineering School's educational programs, research and technology commercialization

U.Va.'s Engineering School, currently one of seven schools in the country chosen for the SAIC alliance program, was selected in recognition of its technological and educational excellence in the region.
U.Va. Engineering School Announces Alliance with Science Applications International Corporation (SAIC)

SAIC, a leading employer of SEAS graduates, is a Fortune 500 scientific, engineering and technology applications company whose 44,000 employees work to solve problems in national security, energy and the environment, critical infrastructure and health.

SAIC's alliance with U.Va.'s Engineering School will provide:

- A master research agreement which will allow for prompt funding for research over a five-year period and will support significant research thrusts and program enhancements
- SAIC Scholars Research Stipends facilitating research programs and funding of up to six graduate or undergraduate student projects
- Scholarships supporting two SAIC employees for the full 18 months of the Systems Engineering Accelerated Masters Program
- Sponsorship of a cyber-security lecture series hosted by the Engineering School

The University of Virginia's Engineering School is currently one of seven schools in the country chosen for the SAIC alliance program.

www.seas.virginia.edu

There's more where that came from!